Abstract. 2014 A simplified version of the Averaged Quadrupole Orientation (AQO) theory is attempted, by taking into account the adiabatic invariance approximation, to investigate the effect of the ionquadrupolar molecule interaction on thermal energy reaction rate constant. The theory is formulated in terms of an orientation averaged potential energy function and predicts a significant increase in the capture rate constant over the Langevin value for molecules with large quadrupole moments and small polarizabilities. The results of the theory are compared to various experimental data and predictions of other theories.
J. Physique Lett. 46 (1985) [5] . Also Takayanagi [6] In the theory of Su and Bowers the angle 8 that the molecular axis makes with the line of centres of the collision is treated in the « average sense » ; thus the orientation factor of the potential is substituted by a function of r resulting by averaging N over all possible orientations allowed by energy criteria. A critical assumption of the model is that conservation of energy allows to express the instantaneous rotational energy in the plane normal to the line of centres as where E(oo) is the initial rotational energy of the neutral molecule, i.e., the value of E(r, N) at infinite separation. In an important paper referring to ADO theory [7] Bates has shown that this assumption is not valid since the averaged orientation factor does not take the proper limiting value for E(oo) going to zero. Instead he introduced the « adiabatic invariant approximation » which gave excellent results [8] . Later his work was generalized by Sakimoto [9] who incorporated it into the semiclassical perturbed-rotational state theory (PRS) to obtain the rate coefficient of orbiting collisions between ions and polar molecules.
In the present paper an improvement is attempted of the AQO theory based on the new developments in ion-molecule collision theory. Following Bates we employ the adiabatic invariant approximation to calculate the average orientation factor ( cos2 8 &#x3E; rather than 8 &#x3E; as in AQO theory.
The resulting average ion-quadrupole interaction is a function of the initial rotational energy of the molecule. By integrating this potential over the Boltzmann distribution of rotational energies, a function of r only results which is then used in the Langevin theory to obtain the rate coefficient.
Formulation.
From equation (1) we see that the ion-quadrupole interaction ranges from the minimum value -~Q/4 ~ for 9 = Tc/2 up to the maximum value qQ/2 r3 for 8 = 0. When the molecule possesses no initial rotational energy it lines itself at an orientation 8 = jr/2 along the minimum of the potential energy function. As soon as E(oo) rises the molecule starts to librate around the position of minimum energy between 9* and ~ -~ * which correspond to the maximum value of cos2 N allowed by energy criteria. When the initial rotational energy exceeds the barrier of the ionquadrupole interaction, the molecule has enough energy to swing around a full rotation over 2 7c. The dominant contribution to the rate coefficient comes from the region in which the rotor librates keeping
We may express the instantaneous rotational kinetic energy in terms of the rotational energy along the minimum of the ion-quadrupole interaction, E(r, Tr/2), which yields for cos2 9* The average orientation factor cos~ 9 ~ may then be calculated by means of equation (6) . From the physical consideration of the problem COS2 8. &#x3E; must tend to zero as E(oo) decreases.
Bates and Sakimoto pointed out that if p be the orbital angular momentum and q be the conjugate coordinate then -is an adiabatic invariant of the motion. This allows the rotational energy for a given E(oo) to be computed, by expressing the invariant in terms of the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind [10] . The computational procedure is quite involved and in view of the smaller effect of the ion-quadrupole interaction on the rate coefficient some approximations may be used When applying (7) we may confine our attention to the simple case in which the axis of the rotating molecule is perpendicular to the orbital plane. Equation (7) takes the form where 8* and 1t -8* are the turning points of the 8 motion. When r is infinite equation (8) readily yields An estimation of (8) for r finite may be made by expressing cos2 9 in terms of the angle f3 = nl2 -.9. Since the libration is restricted mainly about 9 = Tc/2, angle j8 can be considered small which allows to put sin2 # ;:Z:~ # 2. Thus from equation (8) [ 11 ] . We think that the thermally [11] .
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We conclude that the present theory gives a good qualitative description of ion-quadrupolar molecule thermal reactions and leads to a simple equation which in view of all the approximations involved provides a good estimate of the reaction coefficient.
